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About This Content
The Way - Official Soundtrack by Panu Talus.
Tracklist:
1. Opening (menu) 00:34
2. Preserving your wife 02:49
3. Home alone 02:34
4. Breaking into security 01:03
5. Proceeding forward 09:27
6. Alien jungle 03:24
7. Memory 1 - Together in sunset 00:22
8. Memory 2 - Working in the moonlight 00:20
9. The Temple of life 04:13
10. Eek! A spider! 01:33
11. Falling spider 00:31
12. The new path 03:45
13. Memory 3 - Sickness taking over 00:20
14. Underground temples (ambient) 06:58
15. Underground temples (movement 1) 06:59
16. Underground temples (Movement 2) 07:06
17. Memory 4 - Bargaining 00:24
18. Bounty hunter attacks 00:57
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19. Striking back 04:20
20. Memory 5 - Being beside her 00:22
21. Prelude to the wind 03:28
22. Desert 07:39
23. Memory 6 - Desperation 00:27
24. Deep inside 01:31
25. Towering pyramid of eternity 00:30
26. Empty city 03:32
27. Waking up from unknown place (am I dreaming?) 03:00
28. Virtual reality 04:57
29. Unbinding the aliens 01:41
30. Thoughts for better life 05:06
31. Ambient from "Concurrence" AGS game 2011 03:32
32. Untitled improvisation 2011 (with Yamaha CS-50) 03:50
33. Short tunes 00:57
Format: FLAC, OGG, MP3
A few words from composer - Panu Talus:
"I worked with this fantastic indie game about an entire year.
All the music was composed by using analog and digital synthesizers and everything are hardware (not a cheap hobby).
Many songs required a lot of work but there are also moments of instant, spontaneous improvising.
For fellow gear nerds, here is list of my setup used for the game soundtrack.
Synthesizers/sound sources:
- Yamaha CS-50
- Roland RS-505
- Sequential Circuits Pro-One
- Generalmusic S3 Turbo
- Technics WSA1
- Roland JV-2080 (+ Vintage Synth, Orchestral, World)
- Roland JD-990 (+ Vintage Synth)
- Korg X3R
- Yamaha EX-5R
- Korg O3 Symphony Module (choir)
- Akai S2000 (Spectrasonics - Symphony of voices)
- Yamaha CP-60M
- Simmons SDS8
Effects:
- Lexicon 224
- Lexicon PCM-70
All the sequences were performed in live, triggered and transposed with Zyklus MPS-1 - Midi Performance System, except in
"Virtual reality" where Pro-One was used. Oberheim Systemizer handles the advanced master keyboard functions".
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A really good stealth game, where you play as a spy better yet a Russian spy during World War II, the graphics are not up to
speed but good for a game made in 2009, but gameplay is all that matters, i still have yet to get past the first mission i am
playing on the hardest difficulty but played the first game. Wow, I played this as a kid years ago, can't believe it's actually on
steam! This game is full of humour (for instance, when a chicken dies, it explodes into drumsticks), and is really fun to do.
Well, the first half of the game is, anyway. All the levels from the Asteroid Belt level are really unpleasant, because they're too
hard. And the very last level is a nightmare, it's so easy to die in this game, and I had to restart so many times, I've lost count.
Won't be doing that level again. But I'll definitely be doing the levels in the first half of the game, and will get Chicken Invaders
3, 4, and 5 soon, too! :D. Way too expensive, but also the best Tropico DLC. Get it on sale..
http://store.steampowered.com/app/361700/

If you're a fan of the Mortal Kombat franchise this should be considered Canon.
Absolute required viewing for any serious MK devotee. Call it the most awesome
homework assignment ever given. Rated R, (18+) Mature Audiences.
Pro's:
-----1.) It's Free.
2.) MK live-action movie/videos. (I love Mortal Kombat: Conquest the series too, I love live-action MK.)
3.) A lot more language, brutal fight violence than MK:Conquest. (That was rated PG, this is Rated R)
4.) A very "Realistic" view of the MK Universe. "Based in Reality as opposed to Fantasy" ~ Fxcking Brutal! Hardcore.
This could go PRO or CON:
5) Interestingly enough... the episodes are mini short-stories. That a took a moment for me to "grasp/get over." They go quick,
maybe too quick, only about 10 minutes on average. However, they are a QUALITY ten minutes. If you only get 10 min to tell a
quick story about a MK character, then: "Here it Is." ~ xD~ One for Sonya, one for Johnny Cage, one for Raiden, etc. All
individual episodes completely independent of each other. It's not a linear story line like MK:Conquest. *Granted: I have not
finished the entire series and it may have a few plot twists and turns. Hopefully the story will evolve (Legacy II, III) into
incorporating everyone at some point near the conclusion of the series. However, at this point, judging by the way it's
configured in the video list and the way it's been presented so far, each episode is completely independent. I.o.w. You can watch
episode 4 before episode 1 and it makes no difference story-line wise.

Cons:
-----1.) Length of the Episodes. (Could be a Pro, but I wanted more content. It's Cool. Glad I got what I got.)
2.) Lack of a linear storyline. (See above.)
3.) Tech: It can get glitchy sometimes, random FPS drop even with plenty of buffer. (That's Adobe/Steam... VRAM issue.
Totally not any fault of the video itself. Just digital requirements. ~ Close, end processes, start over. is what it is.)
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Conclusion:
-----------I Love it. Everyone can say something else is "a lot better", but to me that's not the point of a review. Do you like it? It's not a
comparison/competition to other media. It is its own seperate entity.
So: "What Did ya Think?"
I thought it was Fxcking Awesome. Truths and Bias: I am an old school MK disciple from the days of standing not high enough
at the cabinet watching the block ninja pull out spines in front of a full 7-11 crowd. ~ "The Good ol' Days." xD~
With that said: (Non-bias)
The Lord Raiden episode alone is Award worthy. The writing was insane. "That's Real! That's Happened Before!" xD~ It's
Absolutely incredible. Brutal... but incredible. I wasn't a huge fan of the Jeri Ryan sequence, thought that could have been
written a whole lot better. Can't wait to see what they do with that angle. I thought Johnny Cage was PERFECT! As Always...
they always do a good Johnny Cage. =) ~ Mileena / Katana... i've seen over 3 hours of that. That's just insane. I mean... that's
what Happened. Damn, Everything... Love it or hate it. It's just perfect. Scorpion / Sub Zero is ... Cult. That's gonna go down in
history as the best ever. I thought everyone/everything was perfect. Even parts I was critical on, (Sonya/Kano) ~ That's
EXACTLY What happened if you know the story. They hit the nail on the head. *Ohhh that's brutal. I know!!! ~ Lobotomy
style. Horrifically brutal. Mortal Kombat... For REAL. How else could it be? =) Props to everyone involved. The quality level of
production is absolutely top-notch, A+: "It looks and feels the business!" xD~ It's Scary Perfect. ~
That's EXACTLY how it "Happened" if you know the story. ~ For "REAL" xD~
"People hate on it too"
(RuKidding? Nope. Baaaad.)
That's CRAAAAZY!!!!
They're out their mind. Good Job! GREAT JOB!!
Shxt...

A "Flawless Victory!"
xD~

"IT HAS BEGUN!" - Shang Tsung. Very short , especially for it's price.
Store description says 4-8 hours of playing time, but I've completed the story in 2.4 hours
Very easy and strips even more of what little the original Arcania had.
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Meh. Good try, rather boring though. Feels like a time-wasting flash game.. Very short game and does little to engage you in it's
time. I wasn't engaged in the lives of my journalists or what was happening in this country. I wasn't even sure what my paper
was trying to achieve.
There was not enough feedback about what stories were working, what wasn't and what the readers wanted. It could've done
better by explaining the mechanics fuller and fully demonstrating the effects my paper had. It tries to do that, but it fails; one
week the writers were talking about a story that happened literally weeks prior and the paper never talked about in the first
place.
It reminded me of Game Dev Tycoon where the popularity of the game (or in this case a paper) was seemingly random to the
player with no feedback about what worked or didn't.. This is a first person esoteric/abstract walking simulator where you
interact with trippy environments for "fun". I'm not going to hate on the premise... even the worst idea for a video game can
work out if the implementation makes up for it.
The problem here is that, while the goal of this kind of game should be to create a casual, relaxing experience, they went out of
their way to annoy their customers. Choosing "ZSQD" as the default controls (which can be changed, after quitting and
relaunching the game) was most certainly a deliberate attack on the sensibilities of their audience.
The asking price is way too much for this kind of thing, too. I'll leave the developers a puzzle even more entertaining than their
game: If a game developer deliberately tries to♥♥♥♥♥♥off their customers by choosing a "ZSQD" control schema, will they
get thumbs up in my Steam reviews?. A pretty good game, quite similar to Heroes of Might & Magic III. It is strategically
complex yet easy to understand. The campaign is also very nice. However, the pacing is a little bit slow and hard to learn at first.
Still worth a shot on sale or if you are into turn-based strategy.. Worst game ever. Practically unplayable. Devs should not charge
for it but since they did I hope the devs can take that money and buy a cup of coffee and think about how they will never code
again.. Best indie game I played!
10/10. Not my kind of game...I'm a fan of both fps and open world games.
Halflife 2 , far cry 3 and 4, metro, skyrim, assasins creed odyssey just to give you an example of what i expect from an fps and
open world game.
Unfortunately Stalker is way too raw for me, textures are bad even for a game of its time.
Story is unimersive you just get planted in the middle of nowhere and starting to "explore" without any obvious reason.
Dialog with NPC is terrible you have to read huge paragraphs like a wiki article with each conversation which kills immersion.
I bought all 3 stalker for 15 euros which is like a couple of pizzas so wont complain for value for money.
However considering I bought metro and other games at the same price I have to say that I seriously cant find what people like
about stalker. I guess if a game cant pull your attention since minute one, it will not survive minute 2..... This game is awesome!
Cthulhu Fhtagn!!!. Excellent game, great graphics. great buy. Emporium is a psychological walking simulator that explores
heavy themes like abuse and self loathing; To say that I found this very enjoyable disturbs me, in a way. I loved the visuals,
music and I loved that the developer isn't afraid to touch on themes that many of us can relate to. I've only played one
playthrough so far but I believe there are five endings, so I will definitely attempt to finish all endings. I'll definitely play more
games by this developer as he reminds me of Davey Wreden. 100% would recommend this to anyone that won't be triggered by
such elements.
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